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GENERAL CITATION STYLE FOR ENGLISH CONTRIBUTIONS

Book with one Author

Books with two Authors

Book with three or more Authors

Book with Editor or Translator instead of Author

* For one editor, "ed." is to be used. For more than one editor, "eds."
* For translations, the abbreviation "trans." is to be used.

Book with Editor or Translator in Addition to Author

* In cases of either one or more editors, the abbreviation "ed." is to always be used. There is no comma between the second last and last named editor (ie. John Smith and Wayne Johnson).
* The abbreviation for translations is "trans."

Book Chapter or Other Part of Book

* In cases of either one or more editors, the abbreviation "ed." is to always be used. There is no comma between the second last and last named editor (ie. John Smith and Wayne Johnson).

Books Published Electronically

Book with Volume or Edition

Article in a Print Journal (Volume Only)
Article in a Print Journal (Volume and Issue)

Article in a Journal with DOI

Newspaper/Popular Magazine Article

Thesis or Dissertation

* For unpublished Master's theses, "Unpublished Master's thesis" should replace "PhD diss."

Paper Presented at Meeting or Conference

Webpage

CITATION STYLE FOR SPECIFIC CASES

Author with "von" or "van" as Part of Surname

Author with "de" or other Prepositions as Part of Surname

Publication Forthcoming (Year Known)

Forthcoming Publication (Year Unknown)

Publication in Print
DIFFERENCES IN CITATION STYLE FOR GERMAN CONTRIBUTIONS

Buch mit zwei Autoren

Sammelband

Sammelbandbeitrag

Autor und Herausgeber in einem Sammelband identisch

Quelle/Literatur mit URL

Autor mit Präpositionen als Teil der Nachname

CITATION OF HSR ARTICLES AND THEMATIC ISSUES

HSR Article

HSR Special Issue or Forum